
 

Overview of Relations & Functions 

An interactive Math Dictionary: http://www.shodor.org/interactivate/dictionary/  

A relation is any set of ordered pairs of Real numbers 
A variety of letters for order pairs: (x,y)  (m,n)  (q,p)  (f,c) enhances learning! 

http://www.purplemath.com/modules/fcns.htm 

Real numbers contain all of the Rational & Irrational numbers  
@@@@@@ 

The Domain of a relation is the set of all first coordinates of order pairs. 
A variety of letters for order pairs: (w,z)  (r,s)  (a,c)  (g,h) enhances learning! 

The Range of a relation is the set of all second coordinates of order pairs. 
A variety of letters for order pairs: (u,v)  (d,e)  (i,j)  (t,k) enhances learning! 

===============================  

A function which has a correspondence such that 
http://www.purplemath.com/modules/fcns.htm 

each element of the Domain matches each element in the range  
and 

each element of the Range matches each element of the Domain 
is said to have a one-to-one correspondence ( 1 to 1 ). 

All functions must pass the Vertical Line Test. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vertical_line_test 

All functions that pass the Horizontal Line Test have an inverse. 
================================ 

A function is continuous (unbroken & smooth):  
If it is defined for any & all elements in its Domain. 

A function is discontinuous (broken or not smooth):  
If it is undefined for any or all elements in its Domain. 

A function is said to be in explicit form  
when the dependent variable is alone on one side of equation. 

A function is said to be in implicit form  
when the independent & dependent variables are together on one side 

(Said another way: The Independent & Dependent variables are on same side.) 

Rerference: Nichols, Eugene D., (1992). Algebra 2 with Trigonometry, New York, NY, HRW Publishing Co. 

 



 

@  All Graphs below were done using GeoGebra: http://www.purplemath.com/modules/fcns.htm   @ 
Graphs of Absolute Value Functions with tables of points & sketch then using GeoGebra for check with visual images. 

 
Enter in bottom box GeoGebra:  Function [abs(x), ‐4, 4] 
 

x 0 +1 ‐2 +3 ‐4 
y 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 

 

 
 

 
Enter in bottom box GeoGebra:  Function [‐abs(x‐2), ‐2, 6] 
 

x 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 
y ‐2 ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐2 

 

 
 

 
Enter in bottom box GeoGebra:  Function [‐abs(2x), ‐6, 6] 
 

x 0 +1 ‐1 +2 ‐2 
y 0 ‐2 ‐2 ‐4 ‐4 

 

 
 

 
Enter in bottom box GeoGebra:  Function [abs(x)‐2, ‐3, 3] 
 

x 0 +1 ‐1 +2 ‐2 
y ‐2 ‐1 ‐1 0 0 

 

 
 

 
HW:  Use Paper & Pencil to create a table & sketch of :  ‐2|x+1| &  1/ 2|x|‐1   & Use GeoGebra to check & create uniform images. 
Examples show (+) & (‐) in front of abs & inside/outside of abs:Absolute Value Function thus students should be able to do HW! 



 
 

Graphs of Radical (SQRT) Functions with tables of points & sketch then using GeoGebra for check with visual images. 

 
Enter in bottom box GeoGebra:  Function [√ , ‐4, 4] 
           @  Replace √   with sqrt(x)  to use in GeoGebra. @ 

x 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 
y 0 +1 +√2 +√3 +2 

 

 
 

 
Enter in bottom box GeoGebra:  Function [‐ √ 1, ‐1, 5] 
     @  Replace √   with sqrt(x)  to use in GeoGebra. @ 

x 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 
y ‐1 ‐√2 ‐√3 ‐2 ‐√5 

 

 
 

 
Enter in bottom box GeoGebra:  Function [+3√ , 0, 8] 
      @  Replace √   with sqrt(x)  to use in GeoGebra. @ 

x 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 
y 0 +3 +3√2 +3√3 +6 

 

 
 

 
Enter in bottom box GeoGebra:  Function [‐√  +1, 0, 6] 
    @  Replace √   with sqrt(x)  to use in GeoGebra. @ 

x 0 +1 ‐1 +2 ‐2 
y ‐2 ‐1 ‐1 0 0 

 

 
 

 

HW: Use Paper&Pencil to create a table & sketch:  ‐2√  & +1/2√    & Use GeoGebra to check&create acceptable images. 
Examples show (+) & (‐) in front of sqrt & inside/outside of sqrt: Radical Function thus students should be able to do HW! 



 
Graphs of Reciprocal { 1/f(x) } Functions with tables of points and using GeoGebra for visual images.                               

Start alternating points on either side of the Asymptotic (Undefined) Line(s) for given functions. 

 
Enter at bottom of GeoGebra:  Function [1/x, ‐10, 10] 

Where is the asymptote (undefined) line? 
x ‐10 ‐1/10 0 +1/10 +10 
y ‐/10 ‐10 oo +10 +1/10 

 

 
 

 
Enter at bottom of GeoGebra:  Function [‐1/(x2), ‐10,10] 

Where is the asymptote (undefined) line? 
x ‐4 ‐2 0 +2 +4 
y ‐1/16 ‐1/4 oo ‐1/2 ‐1/16 

 

 
 
 

 
Enter at bottom of GeoGebra:  Function [1/(x+2), ‐10, 8] 

Where is the asymptote (undefined) line? 
x ‐10 ‐4 ‐2 0 +8 
y ‐1/10 ‐1/2 0 1/2 1/8 

 

 
 

 
Enter at bottom of GeoGebra:  Function [‐1/(x2‐1), ‐10, 10]

Where is the asymptote(s)  (undefined)  line? 
x ‐4 ‐1/4 ‐1  0  +1 +1/4 +4 
y ‐1/15 +16/15 oo 0 oo +16/15 ‐1/15 

 

 
 

   HW:  Use Paper & Pencil to create a table & sketch of :  +1/(x2+1) &  ‐5/(x2‐3)   & Use GeoGebra to check & create uniform images. 

Examples show (+) & (‐) in front of {1/f(x)} & inside/outside of {1/f(x)}: Reciprocal Function thus students should be able to do HW! 


